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Abstrad- What is desired in the detection
of edges of an o$ect is to evaluate Oe
information included in the image of the
oliect, and to eliminate the wnecessary
information causing time loses. Edge
detecting is one of the most ftndamenat
subject of image analysis. In image analysis
and classification of ot{ects the edge
detecting haq lresqme very interesting and
popular.

In this shrdy, using a new developed
method the lines resembling boundaries of
an o,bject can be otnained as single lines.
This algorithm will facilitate the object
recognition processes.

Kqword* frject r€copition, characteristic
vector, edge detection, feahue determination.

I. INTRODUCTION

Edge detecting plays an impofiam role in the
object recognition, we can explain it as follows :
Human seeing system looks at the objects first
during the recognition period. When we aply this
appoach to the artificial seeing systems, it is
essential to trace the edge ofthe object effectively
to reach a good definition. ln another word the
edge det€cting plays an important role in defining
the edge too. Many images do not include concr€te
objects and to understand these objects depenG on
their structural featur€s. The detection of these
features @nds on edge detecting [U.

The definition of the edge point has dl
impoftam place in the interpretation of edge
detection. The edge of an object is related to the
change in the surface density of the objecr. An

edge can be d€fin€d as the intersection between
two homog€nous area with difierent contrasts.
This definition can be considered as the local
variation of the contrast lsvel of an edge on the
screen. The performance of the edge detectors
depetrds on their distingui$ on th edge porfr[21.

Edge detecting algoriths are expected to
achiwe a very high su@ess rate besides realising a
rapr{ two dirn€nsional seeing pocess in
automation syst€ms. The most iryortart thing is
to be independent of the changes h the
dimensions, higfttness, flace and postur€. In
addition there must not be my inforndion loss
during image procescing. On the other hmd, whole
image processing takes a very long time. There
fore by detecting only the edge of the objects,
desLed qriclness and performmce can be
achieved [3].

We had sta,ted above that the most importmt
information was the edges of the object in object
recognition process. The desfu€d result in Etge
&tection algorithms is to find the thinner ertge
track in the width of a poinq which occrryies the
least area in the memory without any information
loss. Thus objea recoglition can be done faster
and also the data base for the recognition can be
created easier [4].

There are other edge detection algorithms used
in image analysis [5,6,7]. Two of then are Prewitt
Edge Detection and Sobel Edge Detection
Methods[81. In none of the,ur the widrh of the
edges is not as thick as a point Theefore, the
detection is more time consrming since tlrc
definition is done by more than one point. In this
study, the algorithm developed by us ptovides the
recognition to be completed in shortff times.
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2. EDGE DETECTINGMETEOII

In the nov developed metho{ the lines
resembling boundfiies of an object can be
otnained as single lines. 1Xs boundaies of tlre
objects can be detennh€d by apf,ying the
following edge detecting algorithm to the image of
the numerical and two-coloued objecg (for
instanoe the base is white and the Qiect is black)
just as desircd

The algorithm dercrmines whether the edge
belongs to the object loy interpeting all the points
of the object comparing with the a{iacent points.
In fig l.a. a point n5 of the Qiect and the a4iaoent
polnts;

trt, tr2, llr, n+ ns, no, &, n8, &

ale slrown.

Ftg.f. $ The neigtrbours of n5 point,
b) The edge detection template developed.

ln numerical image, if tbe point belongs to tbe
object considered, it is given a "l" value ifnot *0".

In doing so, the temdate in fig.l.b. is rylied to all
points and neighboudng points. For Oetenmining
whetherthe pointbelongs to the edge of the Qiect.
We can obtain rhie edge deteaion tenplate with
the classical yes/rc logic as fullowing

O =n2  ̂ n4  ^n6  ^ug . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( l )

If the result of the stat€m€nt above is "0", It is
understood rhet ns remains as "l". Ifthe resuh is
*1" then n5 is not the point of the edge ad its
value is "0".

The obJects n ftg.2.a have bee,n €nt€rEd into
the algoritbm developed as inprt and the objects
the edge of which is defined in single points or
dots have been ottained as ougut in fig.2.b,

fig.2. Edge detection pocessing.

3. CONCLUSION

There mustbe two important foperties in edge
detection algorithms according to the r€searchers
[91. These are;

o Tlre result of @e deteclion must be direction
ind€eendcnt, In another wond, thc edge
information obtainedmustremain same even if
the object changes direction.

r Tte widh of the line dstscted must b9 as thc
same of a poitft's.
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In the edge deteclion process developed, the
process was based on the numerical image of the
o[ect ard the algoritbm was depended on this
bases, A real+ime solution cm be otfaineC by
adding our alguithm into the numerical inage
iryfied to the system as a numerical filter. In
addition the new algorithm has the two properties
menfioned above, povide a gIEd deal time saving
in object recognition
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